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23. Februar 1992

Prof. Dr. Julius Carlebach
Hochschule ffir J[dische Studien
FrieclrichstraBe 9

6900 Heidelberq
Germany Fa><r OO49,/622L./L67696

Dear Prof. Carlebach,

In reply to your request I'11 try to give you as much information as possibl.e
about the DREI GROBEN PROPHETEN.
According to Haim Cohen (Introduction to the 2 Otl,rS Volumes of the selected
writings of Joseph C

arlebach, L982; and the typewritten broshure by B.S.Jacobson, L955) the book was
yritten after a series of l.ectures about this subject. These Lectures were hel.d
before a huge audience, up to 400 people, Jews and non-Jeus in the largest
lecture-haIls in Hamburg-Altona; the Altonaer l,luseum's audotoria, the Heinrich
Herz gymnasium or in the CURIO-Haus. Several announcement about the lectures $ere
published in the ALTONAER N,ITSNACHRICHTEN in the ].ate trenties and in the
JSDISCHES GEHEIIIDEBLATT HAI'{BURG or Tl{E HAI'{BURGER FA},IIIIENBLATT.

According to the ISRAEIIT, the HAHBURGER FAUITIENBTATT and the LAUBHSTTE Lectures
r*ere held by Joseph Carlebach after the book vas published in Hunich, Galingen
and Syiss. In the ISRAELIT an article appeared: Joseph Carlebach's Prophetenbuch
speaking about his nkfihne Gleichnissetr, and Prof. Hugo Bergmann wrote a very
favoroubLe recention in the Biographical Quarterly KIRJAT SgFER 9, Jerusalem
1932-33 - in Hebrew. The greater part was translated by Henri Schilli into French
(Editions Albin Michel, 2i Rue de Huyghens, Paris), in L959. ,i:!,

'!1u .,
Some of the above mentioned I will send to you, even if the copies are ",-of a

rather bad quality and by fax probably rorde. , ,

As for the opening session of the Carlebach Institute you are betweeri'the
speakers and given about 10-12 minutes, hopefully 0.K. with your expectations.
The invitation ancl the whole program is stil1 uncler print.
After the opening session an Empfang wi1I. be in the HalL and betveen lt1.00-16.00
o'clock four short lectures will be given with time given for discussion - and

Coffee, as a Studientag 
tr

Sincerely yours r..;':

Dr. Miriam GiLlis-Carlebach


